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he go. Well, that's a true sto,ry, I seen that. He's got his black his black

handkerchief off and there was A fire in there. Blaze, you know that fire

blaze. He'throwthat handkerchief in that fire and it shot1 like a gun. And

after while there flash a brand new black hpidkerchief. On top of that fire.

He grabbed that and he put it on his neck./ Was a brand new one. Now, \ '

I saw that. Now what he friend to is'he/got a greatest power he got,

(How did heget his power?)

From a snake,

(Was he a Kiowa?) (Mr, Haumpy is harcl of hearing and doesn't responds)

He got string out of his mouth, it was shining Sdth oveVa hundred needles

sewing nfc.edles. He pull that string out and all stringing there, you know7

that needles. He pull it out, it was shinning. He says, "My grandson, thkt's

what I know. That's what I know. Anybody swallow a needle^ accident, I get

it out* I don't care where it's at, I get it out. Can't choke." Some

of the ladles, they put the needle in their mouth, try to thread it fix the

thread. Well, they get it out and thread it, but sometimes -(makes inhaling *

sound I—swallow needle. °I can s^e through the .body," he says. He says,

"If you swallow needle—" lou know, the white doctors they have-tpx X-ray

you to see that needle, where the needle at, but this grandpa he says, I can

see through there where the needle at." He says, "I can reach* and get the

niddle out. I'll suck him, suck it in~my mouth, Tajce it out." Or you know, •

that peace-pipe, that stem pipe, stem, he said "I can get, ̂ he pipe off, get it

-out of there.™ (makes sucking motion with pipe stem.)/' ' ^

STORY OF MAN WHC WAS A FRIEND OF THE THUNDER: \

In that time that about two hundred years ago, may/e more, that's alot of things

there that's a lot of storiea* They friend to tiui=f--when it rain, thunder

shower, when it;'s rail*, you know thunder, one /ell'ow is friend to hin, that^

thunder • One time they were way camping there. They were camping edgeof -

woods sp^they could get wood. They camping by creek somewhere, but river,


